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Nomenclature

\( a \) : semi-major axis in au
\( a_E \) : semi-major axis of Earth orbit in au
\( a_{aep} \) : acceleration to keep AEP
\( \alpha \) : phase angle AEP w.r.t Sun-Earth line
\( b \) : Azimuth angle
\( D \) : Size of NEO
\( D_{ap} \) : Aperture diameter
\( e \) : eccentricity
\( \varepsilon \) : ratio of light intensity
\( El \) : Elevation angle
\( \Phi \) : potential by centrifugal force
\( G \) : slope parameter
\( H \) : absolute magnitude
\( i \) : inclination
\( J_1 \) : limit magnitude at 1 second integration
\( l \) : Elevation angle
$m_1$ : mass of primary body
$m_2$ : mass of secondary body
$P$ : orbital period
$q$ : perihelion distance
$Q$ : aphelion distance
$r$ : position vector of SC w.r.t. CG
$\vec{r}_1$ : position vector of Primary w.r.t. CG
$\vec{r}_2$ : position vector of Secondary w.r.t. CG
$\vec{r}_L$ : position vector of Lagrange point w.r.t. CG
$T_{\text{warning}}$ : warning time
$V_{\infty}$ : $V$-infinity
$\mu^*$ : ratio of gravitational constants
$\mu_S$ : Earth’s gravitational constant
$\mu_1$ : primary’s gravitational constant
$\mu_2$ : secondary’s gravitational constant
$U$ : potential
$U^*$ : pseudo potential
$V_E$ : Earth’s velocity
$\vec{\omega}$ : angular velocity vector around CG
$X$ : X axis of coordinate system
$Y$ : Y axis of coordinate system
$Z$ : Z axis of coordinate system

Acronyms/Abbreviations

au : astronomical unit e.g. 149,597,870,700 m
AEP : Artificial Equilibrium Point
APAON : Asia-Pacific Asteroid Observation Network
ATLAS : Asteroid Terrestrial-impact Last Alert System
BSGC : Bisei Spaceguard Center
CG : Center of Gravity
CR3BP : Circular Restricted Three-body Problem
COPUOS : Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space
CSA : Canada Space Agency
CSS : Catalina Sky Survey
DLR : Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt
DND : Department of National Defense
DRDC : Defence Research and Development Canada
DRO : Distant Retrograde Orbit
ESA : European Space Agency
ESTEC : European Space Research and Technology Centre
FOV : Field-of-View
HEOSS : High Earth Orbit Space Surveillance
HST : Hubble Space Telescope
IAWN : International Asteroid Warning Network
IEO : Inner Earth Object
IGD : Institute of Geosphere Dynamics
IR : Infrared
IRAS : Infra-Red Astronomy Satellite
IRC : Infrared Camera
Abstract
In 2013, the well-known Chelyabinsk meteor entered the Earth’s atmosphere over Chelyabinsk, Russia. It is estimated that the meteor exploded at altitude near 30 km[2], which damaged thousands of buildings and injured a thousand of residents[3-4]. The estimated size of the meteor is approximately 20 m[2]. Because the meteor approached to Earth from Sun direction, no ground-based observatories could not detect until the impact.

Considering such situations, the paper proposes a concept to detect Chelyabinsk-class small Near-Earth Objects. The concept addresses a “last-minute” warning system of NEO impact, in the same manner of “Tsunami” warning.

To achieve the mission objective, two locations are assumed for the space telescope installation point i.e., Sun-Earth Lagrange point 1, SEL1 and Artificial Equilibrium Point, AEP. SEL1 is one of the natural equilibrium points, on the other hand, AEP is artificially equilibrated point by Sun and Earth gravity, centrifugal force and low-thrust
acceleration. The magnitude of the acceleration to keep AEP is sufficiently small near 1 au radius orbit around the Sun i.e., the order of $\mu m/s^2$ which can be achieved by solar sail. Through some cases of numerical simulations considering the size of NEOs and detector capability, this paper will show the feasibility of the proposed concept.

Introduction
The hazard mitigation caused by NEOs is a growing interest. The well-known Tunguska event occurred in Russia in 1908[1], and the Chelyabinsk meteor event in 2013 reminded mankind that the threats of NEO impacts still exists on Earth. In the Chelyabinsk event, an NEO with the size of approximately 20 m in diameter entered Earth’s atmosphere over Chelyabinsk, Russia. It is estimated that the meteor exploded at altitude near 30 km[2]. The event damaged more than 7,300 buildings and injured about 1,500 residents[3]. The air-burst of the meteor is estimated to have an energy equivalent of approximately 500 kt of TNT[2], which is about 30 times larger than that of the atomic bomb detonated over Hiroshima. As of today, it is recognized as one of the most significant terrestrial impact events in modern times.

The threats of NEO impacts has also been discussed in the United Nations (UN). The first international conference on the NEO hazard mitigation was convened in the UN in 1995, and the UN has established two organizations: International Asteroid Warning Network, IAWN and Space Mission Planning Advisory Group, SMPAG in 2013[8-10]. In addition to such international framework conducted in the UN, NASA announced to launch the Planetary Defense Coordination Office, PDCO. PDCO is responsible for the followings[11]:

- Ensuring the early detection of potentially hazardous objects (PHOs) – asteroids and comets whose orbit are predicted to bring them within 0.05 Astronomical Units of Earth; and of a size large enough to reach Earth’s surface – that is, greater than perhaps 30 to 50 meters;

- Tracking and characterizing PHOs and issuing warnings about potential impacts;

- Providing timely and accurate communications about PHOs;

- Performing as a lead coordination node in U.S. Government planning for response to an actual impact threat.

According to the definition of Jet Propulsion Laboratory, JPL, NEO is defined as the asteroids and comets whose perihelion distance, $q$ is less than 1.3 au. NEO consists of Near Earth Asteroid, NEA and Near Earth Comment, NEC. NEC is defined as the comets whose orbital period, $P$ is less than 200 years. NEA is NEO other than NEC. NEA consists of four groups i.e., Atira, Aten, Apollo and Amor, according to the $q$, aphelion distance, $Q$ and their semi-major axes, $a$. PHOs are the asteroids and comet nuclei whose Minimum Orbit Intersection Distance, MOID is within 0.05 au. The absolute magnitude, $H$ of PHO is defined within 22 which is larger than 140 m in size[5]. However, it should be noted that the smaller size objects are of significant interest because they are more order of numerous than larger size objects, are more difficult to detect, and will likely provide much shorter warning times between discovery and impact[5].
Figure 1 shows the estimated population of NEAs[6]. Specifically, the completion versus size of present surveys based on the re-detection ratio is estimated, using a large set of synthetic orbital elements matching as best possible the distribution of the real NEA population[7]. For example, when the populations of $H = 22$ (ca. 140 m size) and $H = 26$ (ca. 20 m size) are compared, the estimated number of $H = 22$ is roughly $10^4$, while that of $H = 24$ is roughly $10^6$, which is twice larger in magnitude. Besides, the impact interval of $H = 24$ is about 100 years which is much more frequent than that of $H = 22$.

Many ground-based NEO survey programs are being conducted such as Spacewatch, Near-Earth Asteroid Tracking(NEAT), Lowell Near-Earth Object Survey(LONEOS), Lincoln Laboratory’s Near-Earth Asteroid Research(LINEAR), Catalina Sky Survey(CSS)[12]. Asteroid Terrestrial-impact Last Alert System, ATLAS is also the ground-based observatories consisting of two observatories located in Hawaii. As the name indicates, ATLAS focuses on to detect “small (10–140m) asteroids on their ‘final plunge’ toward impact with Earth”[21]. ATLAS has been fully operated since 2017, and can cover 13,000 deg$^2$ at least four times per night[16]. In Japan, Bisei Spaceguard Center, BSGC was constructed in 1999 to track asteroids and space debris, and is operated by Japan Spaceguard Association, JSGA, which funded by Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency, JAXA[14]. In 2013, Yoshikawa proposed to establish Asia-Pacific Asteroid Observation Network, APAON, which started in 2014[15].

Space-based NEO survey missions are also being carried out or planned. In December of 2009, Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer, WISE was launched into an about 500 km altitude down-dusk Sun Synchronous Orbit, SSO[17, 18]. After the completion of the primary mission, NEO survey, called NEOWISE, started as the
extended mission of WISE. The first NEOWISE survey (before the hibernation of the spacecraft) had been conducted until February 1st 2011. During the first NEOWISE survey, more than 130 new NEOs were discovered[18]. Canadian Near Earth Object Surveillance Satellite, NEOSSat is the joint microsatellite project between the Canadian Space Agency, CSA and Defence Research and Development Canada, DRDC, and was launched in February 2013[20]. NEOSSat is 75 kg microsatellite equipped with 15 cm Cassegrain telescope which is able to detect 20 magnitude objects with a 100 sec exposure[19]. NEOSSat incorporates two missions: DND’s space surveillance mission (High Earth Orbit Space Surveillance – HEOSS) and CSA’s asteroid finding mission (Near Earth Space Surveillance – NESS). NESS by NEOSSat focuses on to detect so-called Inner Earth Objects, IEOs such as Atens-class or Atila-class[20]. Planetary resources Inc. proposes CubeSat-class space telescope for NEO survey[21]. On January 12, 2018, Arkyd 6 was launched, which is the first successful launch of Planetary resources Inc[22]. The Japanese infrared all-sky survey satellite, AKARI was developed and launched in 2006 by the Institute of Space and Astronautical Science, ISAS of JAXA. The primary purpose of AKARI is to provide second-generation infrared catalogues so as to obtain a better spatial resolution and a wider spectral coverage than the first catalogues produced by the Infra-Red Astronomy Satellite, IRAS[23]. AKARI is not dedicated to NEO survey; however the all-sky survey by the Infrared Camera, IRC of AKARI provided more than twenty thousand thermal infrared observations of over five thousand asteroids[24].

Table 1: Space-based telescopes for NEO survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission</th>
<th>Launch</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Aperture</th>
<th>mass</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEOWISE</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>SSO</td>
<td>0.4 m (IR)</td>
<td>661 kg</td>
<td>NASA/JPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEOSSat</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>SSO</td>
<td>0.15 m</td>
<td>74 kg</td>
<td>CSA, DRDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arkyd 6</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>SSO</td>
<td>below 0.1 m</td>
<td>10 kg</td>
<td>Planetary resources Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKARI</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>SSO</td>
<td>0.7 m (IR)</td>
<td>952 kg</td>
<td>JAXA/ISAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEOCam proposed:</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>SEL1 or orbit near Venus</td>
<td>0.5 m (IR)</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>NASA/JPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentinel</td>
<td>canceled</td>
<td>orbit near Venus</td>
<td>0.5 m (IR)</td>
<td>1500 kg</td>
<td>B612 foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earthguard-I</td>
<td>not proposed</td>
<td>orbit near Mercury</td>
<td>0.2-0.25 m</td>
<td>140 kg(solar sail option)</td>
<td>Kayser-Threde GmbH, DLR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JWST</td>
<td>planned: 2020</td>
<td>SEL2</td>
<td>6.6 m (IR)</td>
<td>6500 kg</td>
<td>NASA, ESA, CSA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: AKARI and JWST are not dedicated to NEO survey mission.

For the future space-based missions, Near Earth Object Camera, NEOCam is proposed by NASA. NEOCam is an infrared space telescope using Sun-Earth Lagrange point 1[25]. B612 foundation proposed Sentinel space telescope which is an infrared telescope with 50 cm aperture. It was intended to survey NEOs from Venus-like orbit[26]. However, it was cancelled and replaced by NEOCam. German Aerospace Center, DLR also carried out a Phase A study of Earthguard-I under contract to European Space Agency, ESA[27, 28]. Earthguard-I is assumed to detect IEOs from a heliocentric orbit of \( a = 0.5 \text{ au} \). A piggy-back option of BepiColombo, which is the joint Mercury exploration mission between ESA and JAXA, was considered in the study. Solar sail was also investigated as an alternative option for trajectory transfer[28]. NASA’s James Webb Space Telescope, JWST will also contribute to NEO survey. JWST is the scientific successor to the Hubble Space Telescope, HST[30]. JWST is equipped with approximately 6.6 m aperture infrared telescope and will be located on Sun-Earth Lagrange point 2, SEL2[29, 30]. JWST is
anticipated to provide the opportunity for ground-breaking observations of asteroids[31]. Table 1 summarizes the space-based telescope missions for NEO survey. As shown in Table 1, the orbits of all four satellites under operation are SSO, while the future missions are intended to use SEL1, SEL2, Venus-like orbit or heliocentric orbit near Mercury.

Figure 2 shows the history of the number of NEOs discovered by survey missions as of 2017[13]. CSS and Pan-STARRS occupy most of the recent discoveries.

Other than the future mission plans or proposals shown in Table 1, there some concept studies for NEO detection missions. Stramacchia et al analyzed a concept for the NEO detection from Distant Retrograde Orbit, DRO belonging to Family-f stable orbits around the secondary body in Circular Restricted Three-Body Problem, CR3BP of Sun-Earth system[32]. Stramacchia et al evaluated the mission performance based on H and G Magnitude System from the perspectives of the coverage area and warning time, which is the time between the detection and Earth impact. Perrozi et al proposed a concept using DRO of Earth-Moon system[33].

In Russia, which experienced two major meteor impact events in modern times, the Institute of Astronomy of the Russian Academy of Sciences is studying the System of Observation of Day-time Asteroids, SODA. SODA is dedicated to detect NEOs approaching from the Sun direction just like Chelyabinsk meteor. SODA is located around SEL1 and surveils Earth direction[34, 35].

The authors also studied on similar concept as the Russian SODA concept[36]. The concept in the paper is dedicated to detect NEOs approaching from the Sun direction, and once an impacting NEO is detected, the system raises an alert for evacuation. For this purpose, a space telescope is located at SEL1 and surveils the Sun direction as described in Figure 3. The mission performance was evaluated based on H and G Magnitude System using about 25,000 Virtual Impactors, VIs[36].
In the SEL1 mission concept, it is assumed that the ground-based observatories surveys the night-side, therefore the space-based telescope located at SEL1 surveys the noon-side as shown in Figure 3. However, telescopes should avoid to see the Sunlight directly, hence it is assumed that the space telescope has a hood which is 4 times longer than the aperture diameter i.e., the space telescope is assumed to be able to observe the noon-side except about 15 deg from the Sun direction which is called “Sun avoidance angle” in the paper. The results of the mission performance evaluation conducted in the paper showed that even a telescope of $J_1 = 24$ can detect roughly 40% of 50 m VIs and 50% of 140 m VIs at 0.1 au distance to Earth (See Table 6), where $J_1$ is the limiting magnitude at 1 sec integration used to define the detector’s performance in this study. In the simulation, VIs are produces based on Bottke model. Bottke model is the debiased NEO population model which was calibrated by fitting to 138 NEOs discovered or accidentally re-discovered by Spacewatch at that time[37]. Granvik et al published new NEO population model in 2016[38]. Granvik model is based on more than 4,000 NEOs discovered or re-discovered by CSS, and is calibrated from $H = 15$ up to $H = 25[38, 39]$. 25,000 VIs were produced based on Bottke model for the SEL1 mission concept study of [36]. Based on the VIs, the Time-of-Flight, TOF is calculated for NEO to impact Earth from a distance. Table 2 summarizes TOF in the cases of 0.1-0.5 au distances from NEO to Earth. Note that minimum TOF of Table 2 corresponds to a few NEOs orbiting retrograde around the Sun.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance from NEO to Earth</th>
<th>Average TOF</th>
<th>Minimum TOF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5 au</td>
<td>22.7 days</td>
<td>18.1 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4 au</td>
<td>20.2 days</td>
<td>14.7 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3 au</td>
<td>16.9 days</td>
<td>11.1 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2 au</td>
<td>12.7 days</td>
<td>7.5 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 au</td>
<td>6.9 days</td>
<td>3.8 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 2, the above 0.1 au corresponds to about 7 days in average before Earth impact. In other word, if NEO is detected by 0.1 au distance to Earth, we will be able to have roughly 7 days to prepare the impact including Orbit Determination, OD process. In this paper, the time from NEO detection to Earth impact is defined as warning time, $T_{\text{warning}}$. This paper assumes “warning” process as follows;
- Detection, initial OD and evaluation of impact possibility.

- Decision make if necessary.

- Public release, start evacuation.

Although it should be discussed how long $T_{\text{warning}}$ is necessary to complete the evacuation, it is hard to tell the appropriate number of $T_{\text{warning}}$. Many factors should be considered such as the impact location, the phenomena at the impact, and so on. Many studies are carried out to assess the meteor risk. For example, Mathias et al presented Probabilistic Asteroid Impact Risk, PAIR assessment model[40]. The PAIR model can estimate the ground damage and affected population by meteor impact. The necessary $T_{\text{warning}}$ will vary widely by the result of the risk assessment.

Another important factor to determine $T_{\text{warning}}$ is OD. OD is essential process to evaluate the impact possibility, and if it impacts, we have to know where the meteor impacts with sufficient precision to raise alert properly. The analysis of OD is not the scope of this paper, however it is assumed as following OD process;

- Space telescope detect approaching objects by 0.1 au at nearest (roughly 7 days before impact)

- Initial OD is carried out using angle-only data provided by the space telescope, and the impact possibility is assessed.

- If it is potential impact, the radar observatories such as Arecibo and Goldstone start the precise OD.

According to [11], Arecibo and Goldstone can detect 20 m size of objects with 10-30 SNR for radar echoes at roughly 0.05 au. However, note that the detail condition such as the slope parameter of the object, or the rotation speed are not provided. From the above reasons, we set 0.1 au distance to Earth, which roughly corresponds to $T_{\text{warning}} = 7$ days, as the threshold of NEO detection. The study on the space-telescope system design is out of scope of this paper; however it is assumed the tracking data is compressed on-board and downlink to the ground stations, and the orbit determination is conducted on the ground.

The SEL1 option in the previous study showed the limitation to detect NEOs[36]. As also mentioned in the other study[32], there is the exclusion zone where telescopes cannot detect NEOs due to the worse phase angle which makes NEOs fainter. To solve this problem, this paper proposes to use Artificial Equilibrium Point, AEP for the location of space telescopes. In the natural equilibrium points such as Lagrange points, three kinds of forces are balanced i.e., the gravitational forces by the primary and secondary bodies and centrifugal force. AEP, on the other hand, is an “artificial” equilibrium point where the residual acceleration is cancelled by low-thrust. Especially on a 1 au circular orbit around the Sun, the AEP can be maintained by very small acceleration, which enables to place the space telescope at an arbitrary fixed point relative to the Earth. Figure 4 shows the overview of AEP option. It is assumed to survey 30 deg half angle region once per day.
As for the detector, it is assumed to use the new method for the detection of fast-moving objects developed by JAXA\cite{41}. The method was originally developed to detect debris around Earth, however it is also effective to detect fast-moving NEOs. In fact, JAXA discovered two new asteroids “2018EZ2” and “2018FH1” by JAXA’s 25 cm visible telescope located at Siding Spring, Australia, in March 2018\cite{42}. Hence it is assumed to use visible telescope in this study. The mission performance of the AEP option is evaluated using VIs based on Bottke model considering different detector performance.

Virtual Earth Impactors
This study uses same VIs used in\cite{36}. VIs for this study are produced based on Bottke model. All VIs impact to Earth at the epoch when Earth is at $(x, y, z) = (1 \text{ au}, 0, 0)$ in the heliocentric inertial ecliptic frame. Note that the Earth’s orbit is assumed to be the circular orbit around the Sun with the radius of 1 au in this study. Once Keplerian elements of VIs are determined based on Bottle model, V-infinity vector at Earth impact is described as following;

$$
\vec{V}_\infty = \sqrt{\frac{\mu_S}{a_E}} \left[ \pm \frac{a_E}{a} - a \left( \frac{a(1 - e^2)}{2} \frac{a_E}{a} \cos i - 1 \right) \right] \pm \sqrt{\frac{a_E}{a}} \left[ \pm \frac{a(1 - e^2)}{a_E} \sin i \right]
$$

where $a_E$ is the semi-major axis of Earth’s orbit, and $a$, $e$ and $i$ are the semi-major axis, eccentricity and inclination of the NEO of interest. Note that the V-infinity vector described by Equation (1) is in the Sun-Earth fixed coordinate of the epoch of interest, which is not a rotational frame. As Equation (1) indicates, there are four kinds of V-infinity vectors with respect to a combination of $a$, $e$ and $i$. The signs of $X$ and $Z$ components of Equation (1) correspond to two kinds of eccentricity vectors, and the ascending or descending intersection points, respectively.
2-body problem is assumed to describe VI’s orbital motion i.e., only Sun’s gravity is assumed. To produce VI’s orbit, the V-infinity vector is added to the Earth’s velocity vector at the impact epoch i.e., \((\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{y}, \mathbf{z}) = (0, V_E, 0)\) where \(V_E\) is the Earth’s velocity which is about 30 km/s. Once the VI’s state vector at Earth impact is obtained, the orbit is produced backwardly until the distance between VI and Earth reaches 1 au, or, the backward TOF reaches 1,000 days. Figures 5 and 6 show example orbits of VIs as viewed in the heliocentric inertial frame and the geocentric Sun-Earth fixed frame, respectively. Table 3 summarizes the parameters of the example VIs. Almost all of VIs stop at 1 au from Earth. “NEOs 1~3” appearing in Figures 5 and 6, and Table 3 correspond to “averaged V-infinity + 1σ,” “averaged V-infinity,” and “averaged V-infinity - 1σ,” respectively. The parameters of Chelyabinsk is based on the information of the paper[3]. According to the paper, Institute of Geosphere Dynamics, IGD and Institute of Astronomy determined the orbit of Chelyabinsk meteor using the video records linking to the meteor[3].

Table 3. Parameters of example orbits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>(a) [au]</th>
<th>(e)</th>
<th>(i) [deg]</th>
<th>(V_\infty) [km/s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEO1</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>24.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEO2</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>16.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEO3</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>8.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelyabinsk[3]</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>15.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The total number of VIs in this simulation is 24,527 for this study. Figure 7 shows the distribution of the VIs in an $a$-$e$ map. As shown in Figure 6, the population of the VIs concentrates around a point where $a = 2$ au and $e = 0.5$ in the $a$-$e$ map.

AEP Orbit
In CR3BP, the Sun and the Earth are assumed to have circular orbit around their common center of mass and to gravitationally attract the spacecraft whose mass is negligible i.e., will not affect the orbits of the two massive bodies. Figure 8 shows the geometry.
The equation of motion in CR3BP is described as following:

\[
\frac{d^2 \vec{r}}{dt^2} + 2 \vec{\omega} \times \frac{d\vec{r}}{dt} + \vec{\omega} \times (\vec{\omega} \times \vec{r}) = -\nabla U(\vec{r})
\]  

(2)

where \( \vec{\omega} \) is the angular velocity vector around CG, and \( U \) is the gravitational potential by two celestial bodies as following:

\[
U(\vec{r}) = -\left(1 - \mu^* \right) \frac{\mu}{r_1} - \mu^* \frac{\mu^*}{r_2}
\]  

(3)

where \( \mu^* \) is the ratio of the gravitational constants described as following:

\[
\mu^* = \frac{m_2}{m_1 + m_2}
\]  

(4)

where \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) are the masses of Primary and Secondary. The gravitational constants of the two bodies, \( \mu_1 \) and \( \mu_2 \) are;

\[
\mu_1 = 1 - \mu^*, \mu_2 = \mu^*
\]  

(5)

The third term of the left-hand side of Equation (2) is the potential by the centrifugal force which is describe as following:

\[
\Phi(\vec{r}) = -\frac{1}{2} |\vec{\omega} \times \vec{r}|^2
\]  

(6)

When the pseudo potential is defined as following:

\[
U^*(\vec{r}) = U(\vec{r}) + \Phi(\vec{r})
\]  

(7)

Then the natural equilibrium points i.e., Lagrange points are obtained from the following:

\[
\nabla U^*(\vec{r}_L) = 0
\]  

(8)
where \( \vec{r}_L \) is the position vector of a Lagrange point. On the other hand, AEP is the point equilibrated by an artificial acceleration, \( \vec{a}_{AEP} \), which satisfies the following:

\[
\nabla U(\vec{r}_{AEP}) - \vec{a}_{AEP} = 0
\]

(9)

Then, the required acceleration for the AEP is described as follows [43]:

\[
\begin{align*}
  a_x &= -x_0 + \frac{\mu_1}{r_1^3}(x_0 + \mu_2) + \frac{\mu_2}{r_2^3}(x_0 - \mu_4) \\
  a_y &= -y_0 + \frac{\mu_1}{r_1^3}y_0 + \frac{\mu_2}{r_2^3}y_0 \\
  a_z &= \frac{\mu_1}{r_1^3}s_0 + \frac{\mu_2}{r_2^3}s_0
\end{align*}
\]

(10)

The in-plane acceleration with respect to the polar coordinate is described as the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
  a_x(\alpha, r) &= \mu^* - r \cos \alpha + \frac{1 - \mu^*}{r^2} \cos \alpha + \mu^*(r \cos \alpha - 1) (1 - 2 r \cos \alpha + r^2)^{-\frac{3}{2}} \\
  a_y(\alpha, r) &= -r \sin \alpha + \frac{1 - \mu^*}{r^2} \sin \alpha + \mu^* r \sin \alpha (1 - 2 r \cos \alpha + r^2)^{-\frac{3}{2}}
\end{align*}
\]

(11)

where \( \alpha \) is the angle defined in Figure 9.

Figure 10 shows the acceleration to keep AEP in the function of \( \alpha \). Note that \( r = 1 \text{ au} \). For reference, the order of acceleration of Japanese Hayabusa explorer is about 30 \( \mu \text{m/s}^2 \), and the one of Icarus solar sailor is 3.3 \( \mu \text{m/s}^2 \).

**H and G Magnitude System**

As mentioned in Introduction, it is assumed to use visible telescope in this study. The same method as [36] i.e., H and G Magnitude System is used to compute the size and visual magnitude of NEO[44]. The absolute magnitude is a scale of luminosity of a celestial body. Smaller size object has larger absolute magnitude, which means fainter in brightness. The absolute magnitude, \( H \) is described as following:

\[
H = 17.75 - 5 \log_{10} D
\]

(12)
where $D$ is the diameter of NEO in km. Note that the absolute magnitude of $D = 1$ km NEO corresponds to 17.75 since the mean NEO albedo is 0.14\cite{44}. On the other hand, the visual magnitude, $V$ is determined by the geometric relationship between the Sun, NEO and space-telescope, which is described as the following:

$$V = H + 5 \log_{10}(d \cdot r) - 2.5 \log_{10}(1 - G) \Phi_{1} + G \Phi_{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)$$

where $d$ is the distance in au between NEO and the telescope, $r$ is the heliocentric distance in au of NEO. $G$ is the slope parameter. $\Phi_{i}$ is the function of the phase angle $\beta$, which is described as the following:

$$\Phi_{i} = \exp \left( -A_{i} \left( \tan \frac{\beta}{2} \right)^{B_{i}} \right)$$ \hspace{1cm} (14)$$

where $A_{1} = 3.33$, $A_{2} = 1.87$, $B_{1} = 0.63$ and $B_{2} = 1.22$. Figure 11 shows the definition $\beta$.

When the limit magnitude at 1 sec integration, $J_{1}$ is introduced to describe the detector’s performance, the limiting magnitude at $\Delta t$ integration is described as following:

$$J = J_{1} + \log_{10} \left( \frac{\Delta t}{1 \text{ sec}} \right) \cdot 0.8$$ \hspace{1cm} (15)$$

![Fig. 10 AEP acceleration in the function of $\alpha$](image1)

![Fig. 11 Definition of $\beta$](image2)
However, the noise by the zodiacal light should be considered from the perspective of practical mission design. It is assumed that the detectable magnitude improves with the square root of the integration time. In this assumption, the detectable magnitude is described as the following:

\[ f = f_1 + \Delta f = f_1 + \frac{\log_{10} \left( \frac{\Delta t}{1 \text{ sec}} \right)}{0.4} \]  \hspace{1cm} (16)

**Simulation Configuration of AEP Option**

As described in Figure 4, it is assumed to locate a space telescope at AEP in this study. And the mission performance of AEP option is evaluated and compared with SEL1 option of the paper[36]. Three different size of VIs are assumed i.e., 25 m/50 m/140 m as summarized in Table 4[11]. The size of all VIs are set to the same value. For example, in the case of \( D = 25 \text{ m} \), all of about 25,000 VIs is set to 25 m. Hence three simulations are run in this study to evaluate the performance to the three different sizes.

### Table 4. Size and impact event of NEOs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( D ) (m)</th>
<th>( H ) (deg)</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Impact Energy</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>25.76</td>
<td>Air burst</td>
<td>1 MT</td>
<td>200 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>24.26</td>
<td>Local scale</td>
<td>10 MT</td>
<td>2,000 yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>22.02</td>
<td>Regional scale</td>
<td>300 MT</td>
<td>30,000 yr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Megatons in TNT equivalent.

It is assumed to use visible telescope with a 2×2 deg\(^2\) (1.2e-3 sr) Field of View, FOV. Also it is assumed to survey the region corresponds to 30 deg of half angle (0.84 sr) from AEP in one day. Figure 12 shows the diagram of the daily survey from AEP. In this assumption, maximum exposure time, corresponding to the integration time, \( \Delta t \), will be 125 sec. Note that the daily survey region described in Figure 12 is not optimal i.e., better survey strategy could be considered.

![Fig. 12 Diagram of daily survey from AEP.](image)

Three kinds of detector performance are assumed as summarized in Table 5. The aperture diameter, \( D_{ap} \) is calculated based on the detector performance of NEOSSat. In NEOSSat, \( D_{ap} = 15 \text{ cm} \), and the limiting magnitude is 20 at 100 sec exposure[19].
The definition of the apparent magnitude, the ratio of light intensity, $\varepsilon$ is described as following;

$$\varepsilon^5 = 100$$ \hfill (17)

which means 100 times larger light intensity is necessary to detect the object with “the limiting magnitude + 5” magnitude. In other word, 10 times larger mirror is needed. Then, the relationship between the two different mirrors can be described as following;

$$\frac{D_1}{D_2} = 10^{-\frac{\Delta \nu}{5}}$$ \hfill (18)

where $D_{ap1}$ and $D_{ap2}$ are the aperture diameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$J_1$</th>
<th>$J (\Delta \tau = 125 \text{ sec})$</th>
<th>$D_{ap}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>50 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>125 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>313 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI Distribution in Telescopc View

This section shows VI’s distribution in the telescopc view. Figure 13 shows the definition of the angles to describe the location of VI in the telescopc view.

![Fig. 13 Definition of Angles](image)
In this simulation, VI orbits are produced backwardly from Earth impact epoch until the distance between VI and Earth reaches designated value i.e., 0.7 au/0.4 au/ 0.1 au. To compare the results with SEL1 and AEP, Figures 14-16 show VI distributions of SEL1 case[36]. The center of the view is the direction from space telescope to Sun. When we see Figures 14-16, strange finger-like streaks can be found. The author thinks that this is because the inclination distribution of Bottke model is provided 5 deg step. As shown in Figures 14-16, VI distributions in the telescopic view “scatter” as VI approaching to Earth. This is because, the distance between SEL1 and Earth is only 0.01 au, therefore the angle of Line-of-Sight, LOS increases as VI approaching to Earth.

On the other hand, Figures 17-19 show VI distributions of AEP case. Note that the distances between VI and Earth of Figures 17-19 are fixed to 0.1 au, instead, AEP phase angle, $\alpha$ varies from 5 deg to 13 deg. The distances between telescopes on AEPs and Earth are from 0.09 to 0.22 au.

**Detection Rate and Number of Detected VI**
This section summarizes the summary of detection simulation in each detector performance shown in Table 5. Figures 20-22 show the rate of the detection percentage as function of the distance between VI and Earth in the case of $J_1 = 20$. $\alpha$ varies from 5 deg to 15 deg by 2 deg step.
Fig. 20 Detection rate $J_1 = 20$ and $D = 25$ m

Fig. 21 Detection rate $J_1 = 20$ and $D = 50$ m

Fig. 22 Detection rate $J_1 = 20$ and $D = 140$ m
Fig. 23 Detection rate $J_1 = 22$ and $D = 25$ m

Fig. 24 Detection rate $J_1 = 22$ and $D = 50$ m

Fig. 25 Detection rate $J_1 = 22$ and $D = 140$ m
As shown, the detection rate rapidly increases when the distance between VI and Earth reaches roughly 0.2 – 0.3 au, this is because VIs concentrate into the survey region of AEP telescope.

Figures 23-25 show the detection rates in the case of $J_1 = 22$. In this case, the detection rate of 50 m size VIs reaches roughly 50% at 0.1 au, and almost 100% of 140 m VI can be detected at 0.1 au.

Figures 26-28 show the detection rates in the case of $J_1 = 24$. In this case, even 25 m VIs can be detected 100% at 0.1 au.

Fig. 24 Detection rate $J_1 = 24$ and $D = 25$ m

Fig. 24 Detection rate $J_1 = 24$ and $D = 25$ m
Lastly, Table 6 summarizes the detectability at 0.1 au. The percentage of Table 6 is the ratio of the detected VIs to the total number i.e., about 25,000.

Table 6. Summary of detectability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VI size</th>
<th>25 m</th>
<th>50 m</th>
<th>140 m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEL1 (Case 2[36])</td>
<td>J₁ = 20</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J₁ = 22</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J₁ = 24</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
<td>35.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha = 5 \text{deg} )</td>
<td>J₁ = 20</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J₁ = 22</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>17.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J₁ = 24</td>
<td>18.5%</td>
<td>30.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha = 9 \text{deg} )</td>
<td>J₁ = 20</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J₁ = 22</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>35.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J₁ = 24</td>
<td>47.8%</td>
<td>50.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha = 13 \text{deg} )</td>
<td>J₁ = 20</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J₁ = 22</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>61.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J₁ = 24</td>
<td>99.8%</td>
<td>99.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Case 2 surveys half sphere of the noon-side from SEL1[36]

**Conclusion**

This paper evaluated the performance of hazardous NEO detection mission using AEP. The results of SEL1 option conducted earlier were compared with those of AEP option. Consequently, the results of this study indicated that AEP has potential to detect all of Chelyabinsk-class impactors prior to the impact. However, it should be noted that low-thrust propulsion such as electric propulsion or solar sail is necessary to maintain the AEP location, which increases the mission cost.
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This is a concept study of a hazardous NEO detection and impact warning system.

It is assumed to use space-based telescopes to detect virtual impactors before the impact.

Sun-Earth L1 point and Artificial Equilibrium Point are used for space-telescope.

SEL1 case shows the deficiency to detect NEOs in-coming from Sun-direction.

On the other hand, AEP case shows almost 100% detectability of NEOs.